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Introduction

Gwendolyn Mink

AS THE WELFARE REGIME ESTABLISHED BY THE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND

Work Opportunity Act (PRA) of 1996 enters its fourth year, proponents
crow that welfare reform has “worked.” If we measure the law’s success

by the decline in the number of people receiving cash benefits, the aggregate data
certainly support this claim. According to President Clinton, 900,000 people left
the welfare rolls between September 1997 and May 1998 — a precipitous decline.
The National Governors’ Association announced during the summer of 1998 that
the average national decline in welfare caseloads under the PRA hovered near
30%, with caseloads reduced by as much as 40% in some states — a handsome
achievement by any standards. In my home state of California, the percentage
decline has been much more modest-around 12%, according to statistics released
in July 1998 — but because of the size of California’s welfare population, it
represents a staggering number of cases that have simply vanished from the rolls:
25,000 in Los Angeles County alone.

Although the people who championed welfare reform have been enjoying an
“I-told-you-so” kind of moment, their focus on the reduction in caseloads obscures
many worrisome trends. For example, some states have reduced caseloads by
preventing or discouraging participation in welfare in the first place. “Diversion”
programs urge applicants to pursue alternatives to public assistance-to complete
a supervised job-search program, to persevere in noxious working conditions, or
to exhaust family charity — before they can receive their first welfare check.1

Another worrisome trend is the increasing racialization of welfare, as the decline
in welfare participation has been greatest among whites, who were already less
than 40 percent of the aggregate welfare caseload before welfare was “reformed.”2

Racism in employment decisions, the geography of jobs, and the effects of racially
stratified educational opportunity all play a part in this outcome.

It is also fairly clear that families that leave welfare are not necessarily leaving
poverty. For many, in fact, poverty may worsen, as the exchange of welfare for
employment often is accompanied by the loss of food stamps and medicaid. More
important, mere employment does not guarantee an above-poverty income. As the
National Conference of State Legislatures observed in its 1998 report, although 40
to 60 percent of those who leave welfare obtain some kind of employment, they
do so at wages below the poverty line ($13,650 per year for a family of three).3 A
Government Accounting Office study released in August 1998 drove home this
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point, finding that mean wages for recipients who left welfare for employment
ranged between $5.60, and $6.60 per hour. A year-round full-time job at $5.60
brings in an income well below the poverty line.4

Meanwhile, not all recipients even find jobs, let alone at decent wages. A 1998
study of adult recipients in New York showed that only one-fifth to one-third who
left welfare found jobs. A 1997 study of what kinds of jobs might be available to
low-skilled recipients living in the Midwest revealed that there are twenty-two
workers for each job that pays at least a poverty wage; sixty-four workers for every
job that pays 150 percent of poverty ($18,417); and ninety-seven workers for each
job at a living wage ($25,907 per year for a family of three).5 Given the paucity of
jobs at living wages, most people who leave welfare remain in poverty, even if they
find employment. Moreover, according to one 1999 study, most former recipients
who find employment do not have full-time, full-year jobs. Hence, annual
earnings are meager, averaging between $8,000 and $9,500.6

For recipients who can find jobs, the problem is not just that wages are low. It’s
also that child care, health care, and transportation are so expensive. So although
many welfare recipients have moved into some form of employment, often they
cannot really afford to be employed. According to one Washington-area welfare
department, recipients need to earn a least $10 an hour in a full-time job to make
ends meet; yet recipients average under $6 an hour.7 The need for decent wages is
particularly urgent in situations where recipients are parenting alone, because lone
parents are the source of both income and care. If a single mother’s job doesn’t
cover health care, she has to pay for it. If her kids aren’t in school or if she works
odd hours, she has to pay a surrogate to watch over them. If her job isn’t nearby
or if she needs to race to pick up her child from child care before the center closes
at 5 P.M., she has to buy a car or hire .an occasional taxi. After she pays for the
services she and her children need so she can go to work, very little is left over to
pay for other basics such as food, shelter, and clothing. And if she works an eight-
hour day, she has no time to attend the job training classes that might get her better
wages down the line-that is, unless she can afford to pay another surrogate to care
for her children.

A Virginia mother captured the predicament of poor, single mothers with the
question: “Who’s giving me time to be a mother?”8 The Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF) program, the welfare regime set up by the Personal
Responsibility Act, erases the care giving work of single mothers who need
welfare. Requiring children’s care givers to work outside the home and strictly
limiting their lifetime eligibility for cash benefits, TANF ends a long-time policy
commitment to the well-being of children in poor families. It is not really a welfare
program at all.

The essays in this collection explore how we lost welfare and to what end.
Three authors excavate the past, tying the trajectory of welfare politics since the
1960s to changing attitudes toward “working mothers” and dependent ones
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(Solinger); to the repudiation of motherwork in the 1967 welfare amendments that
established the Work Incentive Program (Boris); and to the dynamics of empow-
erment and backlash seeded by social policies that encouraged or permitted citizen
participation by the poor, especially poor women (Naples). Four authors examine
the various impacts of the Personal Responsibility Act: on employment and wages
(Piven); on noncitizen immigrants (Fujiwara); on mothers coping with domestic
violence (Kurz); and on poor women’s right to be mothers (Roberts). In the
penultimate essays, the authors address themes introduced early in the collection
about dependency and care giving (Kittay) and about feminism’s relationship to
welfare reform (Mink). Both search for an alternative premise for welfare policy
and find it in the need to support the care giving work mothers do. The collection
concludes with a historical analysis of poor women’s political agency (Abramovitz).
Illuminating a legacy of activism that has sometimes enabled poor women to win
claims and shape policy on their own behalf, Abramovitz challenges us to build
our feminist, progressive agendas from the demands and actions of poor and
working-class women.

This issue is a critical response to welfare reform written by feminist scholars
who are undauntable activists for welfare justice. Most of the authors participated
in the Women’s Committee of One Hundred, a feminist mobilization against
punitive welfare reform that arose under Eva Kittay’s leadership in the spring Of
1995. All of us have struggled alongside welfare participants, squeezing politi-
cians and agency officials to make changes in policy and rules that might make life
under welfare a bit more manageable. Though it is a venue for our scholarship, this
volume also presents perspectives developed from our political work and insights
learned from mothers whose welfare the Personal Responsibility Act has put at
risk.
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